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The ABCDEFGHIJ of Powerful Ideas in Marketing



Use Anthropology to 
Discover the ‘Anxiety’

and ‘Desire’ of the People

Powerful Ideas in Marketing
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Observe 

their 

customers 

how they 

live and 

work at 

natural 

setting

Welcome to the World of Anthropology!



Virtual Anthropology

As consumers around the world pro-actively post, stream if not lead parts of their 
lives online, you (or your trend team) can now vicariously 'live' amongst them, at 

home, at work, out on the streets. From reading minute-by-minute online diaries or 
watching live webcam feeds, to diving into tens of millions of tagged pictures 



Do want to see how people use or abuse their fridges? Just look and get anxiety and 

desire’s insight from fotovanjekoelkast.web-log.nl, or the whatsinyourfridge pool on Flickr

Virtual Anthropology



Have you ever dreamt to have 

a girlfriend like her?



Viagra, a result from finding men’s anxieties and 

desires



Make Space for Your Being
(read: Brand) for People to 
Recognize, Feel, and Own
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How about 

Starbucks' 10,500 
retail locations in 
North America, 
Latin America, 
Europe, the Middle 

East and the 
Pacific Rim, with 
another 1,800 new 
stores to be added 

before the end of 
this year? Frothy 
detail: the 
company now has 
165 stores in 

mainland China, 
including 63 in 
Shanghai, 9 in 
Shenzhen, and 2 in 
Wu Xi.

Being Spaces and Brand Spaces



HSBC BankCab | HSBC has sent branded vintage taxis, vans, and even a London cab 

into Manhattan, New Yorkers who can show the driver a HSBC bankcard get a free ride. 

A bank that makes things easy for you in any way possible: we think this is an idea that is 

still ripe for copying!

Being Spaces and Brand Spaces



Yahoo! Link @ Sheraton | 

Turning neglected hotel lobbies 
into proper BRAND SPACES. 

Designed to function as a “virtual 

concierge,” the Yahoo! Link @ 

Sheraton website also provides 

Sheraton guests with current local 

information such as weather 

conditions, nearby restaurants 

and attractions, and local driving 

directions. From news.com: 

"Sheraton was seeing more and 

more of their users spending time 

in the lobby on their computers. 

People just don't always want to 

hang out in their rooms, they want 

some kind of social interaction."

Being Spaces and Brand Spaces



Convergence at Your 
Offerings to Create 

Additional Value
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Converging Product’s Features



World’s First 7 Megapixel Camera PhoneLong time ago

Current day

Mobile Phone + Camera

Camera features in a mobile phone is a 

must-available feature in these day



Mobile phone + GPS +

Although not widely used 

here, this future technology 

can help drivers detect 

preferable road directions 

from their mobile phones and 

cars. 

One taxi company in Jakarta 

has implemented this 

technology to easily locate 

and match their supply and 

demand.



Democratize Innovation 
by Inviting People to 

Contribute
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Democratize Innovation

This realty show format adopted from America has 

continuously become a hit within Indonesian TV 

viewers. They are willing to spend a lot of resources to 

be a part of this show. Everybody wants to be an idol 

and everybody wants to an idol’s friend.



The Nokia Concept 
Lounge (some brands DO 
get it, and surprisingly it's 
often the brands that 
already have a strong 
competence in design or 
product development 



E is e-everything to be the 
Long Tail for Targeting People 

at the Unlimited Niches
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The Long Tail



Products

Source: Chris Anderson, The Long Tail, 2006

Three steps to infinite variety



Providing millions of song to the very niche market. 

Even a rare music available here



Stay Foolish, Stay Hungry !
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Steve Job



Tukul Arwana



Inul Daratista



Do Business Like Grameen
- Bank to Create Profit and 
Values at the Same Time
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Seizing the “Huge” BOP Market

“There is one thing [I don’t like about 
Grameen] . I used to enjoy beating 
my wife. But the Group came to me 
and argued with me and shouted at 
me. Who gave them the right to 
shout at me? The borrowing group 
threatened they will get really mean 
if I beat my wife again.”

Husband of borrower, to 
Muhammad Yunus
[from Banker to the Poor]







SHERATON RESORTS BALI RAISE 
US$50,151 FOR THE KIDS 
When you check out from Sheraton 
Hotels and Resorts, you have also 
supported one of the world's 
largest fund raising programs to help 
needy kids around the 
world. Sheraton, including its two 
properties in Bali, has joined 
UNICEF's 'Check Out For Children'
program by encouraging their guests 
to allow them to include a donation of 
approximately US$1 

“Right to Play’ program
The Check Out for Children program, which encourages guests to make a US$1 donation 
to UNICEF as they check out of the hotel. The money is used to support UNICEF's life-
saving immunization work, and for each $1 million raised, more than 50,000 children can 
be immunized against the six major preventable childhood disease. 



Discover and Close the 
Holes to Create No-Hole-
in-the-Market Situation
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In Indonesia, Toyota was well known for decades as Crown, Corona, Corolla, 
Starlet, and Kijang. The past years, Toyota has been filling in the holes within 
potential segments with new models



Like many 
dominant 
players in the 
beverages 
industry, their 
business is on 
“what people 
drink”, not only 
softdrinks.



Make People ‘Crazy’ About 
Your Iconic Offering
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If You Can Not Beat Them, 
Join Them (read: Customers, 

Competitors, etc)
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Join with Customers to Co-creating Value 

Customers are going to 
create value with 
producers in co-designing 
& co-creating something.



Currently, there are banks that partnership with  BCA, especially in the ATM infrastructure. 

Such as, Bank of Tokyo, Amex, Bank Ekonomi, Bank Permata, Bank Bumi Arta, etc

BCA’s technology infrastructure has widely available all over Indonesia, made competitors 

hard to beat him. It is better to co-opetition with BCA and creates additional value for 

consumers.

Join with Competitors to Co-creating Value 



+

A leading supplier 

in communication 
and network

A leading supplier 

in image and 
sound devices



Thank You


